Help us Tell the Coronavirus Story
Send Photos/Share Stories

The coronavirus is a history-making event. Future generations will want to know what it was like here in Laurel. The LHS wants to start building a coronavirus collection now – while events are happening.

You Can Help!

• Send a LAUREL-related coronavirus picture or story to us (must have a connection to the Laurel area). Email address: info@laurelhistoricalsociety.org

• SUBJECT LINE: Coronavirus Collection

• Your story: include your story in the body of your email.

• Photos: provide critical information on the photo in your email.
  Where taken  Date  What it is  Who is in your photo

• Provide your contact information in the email.: Name, email, phone number.

Note: By sending your story or photo to us you are making an unconditional donation of the material to the Laurel Historical Society. The LHS reserves the right to keep, lend, or otherwise dispose of the donated material, and may use the material on our website, for social media or other postings, in promotional materials or in future exhibits or outreach activities.
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